Abstract. The algorithmic generation of textual descriptions of image sequences requires conceptual knowledge. In our case, a stationary camera recorded image sequences of road traffic scenes. The necessary conceptual knowledge has been provided in the form of a so-called Situation Graph Tree (SGT). Other endeavors such as the generation of a synthetic image sequence from a textual description or the transformation of machine vision results for use in a driver assistance system could profit from the exploitation of the same conceptual knowledge, but more in a planning (pre-scriptive) rather than a de-scriptive context. A recently discussed planning formalism, Hierarchical Task Networks (HTNs), exhibits a number of formal similarities with SGTs. These suggest to investigate whether and to which extent SGTs may be re-cast as HTNs in order to re-use the conceptual knowledge about the behavior of vehicles in road traffic scenes for planning purposes.
Introduction
Road traffic offers challenging examples for an algorithmic approach towards 'understanding' image sequences of such scenes. We are concerned here with systems which rely on an explicated knowledge base which comprises knowledge about the geometry of the depicted scene and about admissible trajectories of moving vehicles. In addition, conceptual knowledge is required in order to transform quantitative results related to geometric properties into textual descriptions of vehicle maneuvers and their context -see, e. g., [7, 9] . In these cases, the required knowledge has been provided in the form of a so-called Situation Graph Tree (SGT) .
An attempt to invert such a processs, i. e. to generate a synthetic image sequence from a textual description related to the same discourse domain of road traffic ( [17] ), access to the same or similar conceptual knowledge turns out to be desirable in order to infer details which have not been incorporated into the text because they were assumed to be available to a human in the form of commonsense knowledge. Driver assistance systems based on video cameras installed in vehicles and linked to machine vision systems constitute another example where conceptual knowledge about road traffic scenes will be needed, in particular if such assistance systems have to cope with the intricacies of innercity traffic. Preliminary results in this direction ( [5, 6] ) suggest the exploitation of knowledge originally provided for the interpretation of image sequences. In both cases, the conceptual knowledge may be needed for planning purposes. This consideration motivates our investigation to convert knowledge provided in the form of an SGT into another form more suitable for planning. Due to a number of formal similarities, Hierarchical Task Networks (HTNs) offer themselves as a good starting point for such an investigation.
In the sequel, we first sketch the formulation of planning tasks based on HTNs and then outline SGTs. Based on this exposition, we discuss our experience with a more detailed comparison between these two formalisms. As will be seen, a number of aspects which become apparent only upon closer inspection requires careful attention: the context in which these two formalisms have been developed influenced their properties.
Hierarchical Task Networks
Planning with Hierarchical Task-Networks (HTNs) [21] (see also [20] ) is similar to STRIPS-like planning formalisms [4] . Each world-state (the state of the discourse in which a plan is searched) is represented as a set of atoms true in that state. An action modifying the world-state in STRIPS normally corresponds to a triple of sets of atoms: the preconditions, which have to be true whenever the action should be executed, the add-list of atoms, listing all atoms which will become true after the action has been executed, and the delete-list holding all atoms negated (or deleted) from the world-state by executing the action. A planning-problem in STRIPS can then be stated as a tuple P = I, G, A , where I denotes the initial world-state, G describes the desired world-state and A is the set of possible actions. A solution to such a planning problem is given by a sequence of actions, which -starting with the initial world-state -produce the desired world-state. Each atom contained in the desired world-state is called a goal.
In HTN-Planning, the goals of STRIPS are replaced by goal-tasks. In addition to these tasks, two other types of tasks can occur: primitive tasks and compound tasks [1] . While primitive tasks can be accomplished by simply executing an associated action, compound-tasks are mapped to one or more possible task networks. These networks are directed graphs comprising further tasks as nodes and successor relations between these tasks as edges, which naturally define the order in which tasks should be achieved. In addition to that, the edges can be attributed by further constraints concerning the preconditions of tasks and the assignment of variables comprised in task-descriptions. If a task network consists of only primitive tasks, it is called primitive task network.
Planning with HTNs can thus be formulated as follows [2] : The planning domain is described as a pair D = A, M , where A again denotes the set of possible actions and M is a set of mappings from compound tasks onto task networks. A planning problem can then be formulated as a tuple P = d, I, D where d is an initial task network, I describes the initial world-state and D is a planning domain. Note that -in contrast to STRIPS -no desired world-state (G) is given in the formulation of the planning problem. A solution to the problem P can thus not simply be a sequence of actions achieving such a world-state. Instead, each goal which has to be achieved by the plan is incorporated into the initial task network d as a goal task. The solution to P in HTN planning is a task network itself: given the initial task network d of P, an expansion of that network is searched such that the resulting network is primitive and all constraints incorporated into the network are satisfied. If d is a primitive task network, then d itself is a solution to the problem P if all constraints in d are satisfied. Otherwise d contains at least one compound task c. For this task a mapping m ∈ M is searched which maps (expands) the task c onto a further task network d c . This means that one way to achieve the task c is to accomplish all the tasks in the network d c . The result is a task network d similar to d, but incorporating the new network d c instead of the one task c. If the resulting network d is primitive, a solution is found, otherwise another compound task can be expanded into a network and so on.
[3] have shown that HTN-Planning is strictly more expressive than STRIPSstyle planning. [11] points out that -speaking about efficiency of planning formalisms -HTN-Planning profits from the fact that the user can direct the search for plans by defining the mapping from compound tasks to task networks and thus restrict the search space to those decompositions that lead to allowed or desired plans. While in STRIPS-style planners any sequence of actions leading from the initial state to the desired goal state is a valid plan, in HTN-planning only those sequences that can be derived by decomposing the initial task network into a primitive task network are supposed to be meaningful and feasible. By defining this mapping from compound tasks into task networks, the user not only directs the search for a problem solution, but also incorporates more knowledge about the planning domain into the planner.
Formal Syntax for HTNs
In the following formal definition of HTN-syntax we use the notation introduced by [13] , where o i denotes a primitive task and N i stands for a non-primitive (or compound) task. The mappings from compound tasks onto task networks of [2] are called reduction schemes in [13] . Similar to [13] we will write r i,j = C , which denotes that r i,j is the jth reduction scheme of the non-primitive task N i , where C is a set of constraints describing a task network. These reduction schemes define the decomposition of non-primitive tasks into task networks: reduction schemes are defined as task networks using the 14 types of constraints shown in Fig. 1 . After formulating a hierachical task network in terms of these 14 constraints, [13] define transformation schemes based on [12] which encode the defined network in form of propositional logic formulae. The solution to the (2) N j :<task name> The non-primitive task N j is mapped onto the task name <task name>. The primitive task oq has an add effect which can be used to supply a precondition of some other task not known a-priori.
The non-primitive task N p has an add effect f which can be used to supply a precondition of some other task not known a-priori.
The primitive task op has a precondition f which has to be supplied by some other task not known a-priori.
The non-primitive task N q has a precondition f which has to be supplied by some other task not known a-priori. Fig. 1 . The 14 constraints used by [13] to express task networks. (1) and (2) state a syntactical mapping. The remaining twelve constraint types result from the fact that two relations dominate the structure of a single task network: the two-digit temporal order relation (defined on two kinds of arguments, primitive and non-primitive tasks) leads to four constraint types ( (3)- (6)). The also two-digit causal link relation is based on three different types of arguments: primitive and non-primitive tasks, and a wild card for not-specified tasks. As the relation ?
f −→? would make no sense here, this leads to the remaining eight types of constraints ( (7)- (14)).
initial planning problem is then found by the so-called planning as satisfiabilityparadigm: Any model of the formulated formulae will correspond to a plan solving the planning problem.
Other approaches to HTN-planning use a similar formulation of the HTNstructure itself, but the planning on that structure is done by an algorithm which tentatively (and recursively) decomposes tasks and backtracks, if constraints are violated or no solution for the planning problem can be found with the actually decomposed task-network. Examples for this approach are SHOP (see [14] ) and SHOP2 (see [15] ), but also UMCP (see [1] ).
Situation Graph Trees
As outlined in section 1, we use Situation Graph Trees (SGTs) for supplying behavioral knowledge to our vision system. In this formalism, the behavior of an agent is described in terms of situations an agent can be in. Transitions between these situations express a temporal change from one situation to another. The term generically describable situation [16] or situation scheme describes the situation of an agent schematically in two parts: a state scheme denotes the state of an agent and of his environment with logic predicates. If each of these state atoms is satisfied, the agent is instantiating this situation scheme. The other part of a situation scheme is called action scheme. This scheme denotes actions -again formulated in logic predicates -the agent is supposed or expected to execute if this situation scheme can be instantiated.
Due to the analysis of image sequences, a natural discretization of time is given by the temporal interval between two consecutive image frames. For each of these frames, a quantitative evaluation of the image is performed, which leads to a quantitative description of the depicted scene. The results of this evaluation are associated with concepts formulated in logic predicates, yielding a conceptual description for each point in time (each image frame) of the observed scene.
An observed agent in the scene should instantiate one situation described in an SGT for each point in time. The expectation of what situation the agent will instantiate at the next point in time can be expressed by so called prediction edges. A prediction edge always connects two situation schemes, meaning that if an agent has been recognized to instantiate the situation from which the edge starts, one probable 1 next situation for that agent could be the situation to which the edge points. Of course, an agent can persist in a single situation for more than one point of time. Thus a self-prediction -a prediction edge from a situation scheme to itself -has to be allowed in SGTs.
Situation schemes together with prediction edges build situation graphs. These graphs are directed -according to the definition of prediction edges -and can comprise cycles. Situation schemes inside such a graph can be marked as start situation and/or end situation. Each path from a start situation to an end situation defines a sequence of situations represented by the situation graph. To refine a single situation scheme, it has to be connected to one or more situation graphs by so called specialization edges. Imagine for example an image sequence of an innercity road intersection with multiple lanes for each direction. On the most abstract level of conceptual description it might be sufficient to describe an agent (some vehicle in the scene) to just cross the intersection (see Fig. 2 ). To instantiate such a situation scheme cross 0, an observed object (Agent) would only have to satisfy two predicates: agent(Agent), stating that the actual object is indeed an agent of some action, and traj active(Agent), meaning that the actual object is the object of interest (read: the trajectory of that object is actually active). The only action atom of this situation scheme in Fig. 2 is to print a message whenever this scheme is instantiated (note(cross(Agent))). This description might then hold during the whole period of time this vehicle is depicted in the image sequence (and recognized by the vision system). For a more detailed description of what the observed agent is doing, one might divide the whole process of crossing an intersection into one situation in which the agent advances towards the intersection on a certain lane (drive to intersection 1), another one, in which the agent actually crosses the intersection area (driveon intersection), and a third one, which describes the agent as leaving the intersection on another lane (leave intersection 1, see Fig. 2 ). These three situation schemes are temporally ordered in the way they are mentioned above, so they should be connected with prediction edges according to that order, marking the first one as a start-and the last one as an end situation. Each of these situation schemes might hold for an agent for more than one image frame, so they should also be connected to themselves by self-predictions. By connecting the more general situation scheme describing an agent as crossing an intersection with the specializing situation graph constructed above, one states that everytime an agent can be described as crossing an intersection, he might also be in one of the situations comprised in that graph. The situation scheme specialized in this way is called parent situation scheme of the specializing situation graph.
Of course, several more specializations of the situation scheme describing an agent as crossing an intersection are imaginable: the agent might turn left or right, he might follow or precede another vehicle, etc. . Multiple specializations of one situation scheme are possible in SGTs simply by connecting that parent scheme with several other situation graphs. Analogously, every situation scheme comprised in such a specializing graph might be specialized further. In the example above, while driving to the intersection, the agent might have to stop (stop in front of intersection 2), wait (wait in front of intersection 2), and start again (start in front of intersection 2), or he might proceed without stopping (proceed to intersection 2).
However -for reasons explained later in this section -it is not allowed to connect situation schemes and situation graphs in a way that cycles from a more general situation scheme via some more special situation schemes back to again more general situations exist in the SGT. For the same reasons one situation Fig. 2 . Part of the situation graph tree describing the behavior of vehicles on an inner city road intersection taken from [18] . Rounded rectangles depict situation graphs. Situation schemes are shown as normal rectangles. Thin arrows stand for prediction edges, while bold arrows represent specialization edges. Circles in the right upper corner of situation schemes indicate a self-prediction of that scheme. Small rectangles to the left or to the right respectively of the name of situation schemes mark that scheme as a start-or end-situation. Detailed description in the text.
graph can only specialize exactly one or none situation scheme. Thus, situation schemes connected recursively to situation graphs build a tree-like structure, a situation graph tree.
The recognition of situations an agent is instantiating for each point in time could obviously be done by simply testing each and every situation scheme comprised in the SGT. Fortunately, this time-consuming approach can be significantly sped up by utilizing the knowledge encoded in form of prediction edges and specialization edges. The recognition of situations is thus performed by a so called graph traversal: The recognition of situations -and thus the traversal of the SGT -is started in the root situation graph 2 . Here, a start situation is searched for which each state atom is satisfied for the actual inspected point of time. If no such situation scheme can be found, the traversal fails. Otherwise the observed agent is instantiating that situation. If this situation scheme is specialized further by any situation graph, these graphs are again searched for start situation schemes with state atoms also satisfied in the actual point of time. If such a situation scheme can be found, it is instantiated by the agent. In this way the most special situation scheme that can be instantiated by the agent is searched. For the next point in time, only those situation schemes are investigated, which are connected by prediction edges to the situation scheme instantiated last. This also means that only situation schemes are investigated, which are members of the same graph. Thus, a prediction for a situation scheme on the same level of detail is searched. If none such scheme can be instantiated, two cases have to be distinguished: if the situation scheme last instantiated is an end situation, the failed prediction on this level of detail is accepted and the traversal is continued in the parent situation 3 of the actual graph. Otherwise (i.e., no end-situation was reached in the actual graph), the traversal fails completely. Thus, for each point of time, an agent is instantiating situation schemes on several levels of detail, each on a path from a scheme in the root graph to the most special scheme.
Concerning the action schemes comprised in these situation schemes, again two cases have to be distinguished. Each action atom in an action scheme can be marked as incremental or non-incremental. Incremental actions of a situation scheme are executed whenever this situation scheme lies on a path of schemes currently instantiated by the agent. Non-incremental actions of a situation scheme are only executed whenever this situation scheme is the most special scheme on a path of schemes an agent is instantiating. 2 Here we suppose that an SGT comprises exactly one root situation graph. If a constructed SGT comprises more than one situation graph without a parent situation scheme, one single root graph can be introduced consisting of only one abstract situation scheme. This situation scheme can then be specialized by all situation graphs previously without a parent situation scheme. 3 According to the definition of allowed specialization edges, the parent situation scheme of a situation graph is always unique for all graphs except the root graph of the SGT. In case of a failing prediction inside the root graph, the traversal fails completely, because no prediction is feasible inside the graph and no more general description of the behaviour of an agent exists.
Formal Syntax for SGTs
For a formal declaration of SGTs, [22] developed the declarative language SIT++.
In this language, all aspects of SGTs described above can be expressed. The traversal of such an SGT is done by executing a logic-program obtained by an automatic translation of the SIT++-formulated SGT into rules of a fuzzy metric temporal Horn logic (FMTHL), also developed by [22] . By translating the SGT-traversal into a set of fuzzy logic rules, it is possible to operate with fuzzy truth values, which are essential to cope with the uncertainty arising in image evaluation due to sensor noise, but also with the inherent vagueness of natural language concepts. By translating the SGT-traversal into a set of metric temporal logic rules, it is possible to explicitly reason about time and thus for example demand minimum and maximum durations for the instantiation of particular situation schemes.
Comparison of HTNs and SGTs
Both -HTNs and SGTs -describe states and transitions between such states for a certain discourse in a hierarchical manner. In HTN-planning -as in every other planning task -a sequence of atomic actions is searched which solves a given problem. Thus, the structure of HTNs is action-oriented. In contrast, the graph traversal on SGTs used in our vision system describes situations and sequences of situations an observed agent is instantiating. Therefore the SGTstructure is state-oriented. It appears natural, though, to identify the stateatoms of a situation scheme in SGTs with preconditions of a task in HTNs (compare Fig. 1 , (13) and (14)), as in both formalisms these atoms (state atoms and preconditions, respectively) have to be satisfied in order to execute the associated action(s). The action atoms of a situation scheme should then be identified with actions in HTNs. Because situation schemes can comprise more than one action atom, there cannot exist a one-to-one correspondence between situation schemes and (primitive) tasks. In case of more than one action atom inside a situation scheme, this scheme can only be identified with a non-primitive task (compare Fig. 1, (2) ), which then should be decomposed into a sequence of primitive tasks mapped onto actions (compare Fig. 1, (1) ) each corresponding to one action atom of the initial situation scheme. The add-and delete-effects of an action are explicitly stated in HTNs as causal links between tasks (compare Fig. 1, (7) - (12)). In SGTs, only the association of states and corresponding actions are explicitly incorporated into a situation scheme. The effects of a certain action are not modelled inside the SGT, but are obtained from sensors, namely the underlying image sequence evaluation system 4 . Thus to facilitate planning with SGTs, either the add-and delete-effects of actions have to be modelled inside the SGT or the sensor input has to be simulated 5 . The prediction edges of SGTs can be compared to the temporal relations included in the definition of task networks of HTNs (compare Fig. 1 (3)-(6) ), though they cannot be totally identified: the temporal order-relation on tasks is (as an order-relation) transitive. The prediction edges of situation graphs define a relation on situation schemes which is not necessarily transitive (and normally is not transitive at all).
HTNs in the presented formalism do not naturally support loops inside a task network. Especially the analogy to self-predictions of situation schemes in SGTs can only be formulated in the HTN-syntax by introducing an abstract non-primitive task N i , which then is decomposable into (at least) two other task networks: one (reduction scheme r i,0 ) consisting of the final non-primitive task (N i ) and another one (r i,1 ), which consists of that final task (N i ) and the initial task N i again (additionally a temporal order between these tasks should be asserted, e.g., by the statement N i ≺ N i ). In this way, an iterative execution of the task N i is expressed by means of recursive reduction of non-primitive tasks, where r i,0 represents the recursion end (compare, e.g., [11] ).
The reduction schemes in the HTN-formalism correspond to the specialization edges leading from general situation schemes to situation graphs in SGTs, though there exists a difference in the utilization of these hierarchy-generating elements in both structures: in SGTs, all specialization edges and the situation graphs they point at are included in the SGT right from the start. This entire SGT is traversed then in order to find situation schemes which an observed agent instantiates. HTN-planning in contrast is started with one single initial task network (describing the planning problem). This task network is iteratively expanded to a hierarchical task network by decomposing non-primitive tasks. This means that one single SGT incorporates the complete knowledge about the (admissable) behaviour of agents in an observed discourse, whereas one single HTN only represents a single plan in the discourse for which a plan is searched. Thus, an SGT should not be compared to a single HTN, but rather to all HTNs which can be build with one set of primitive tasks, non-primitive tasks, and reduction schemes.
Expressing SGT-knowledge in the HTN-formalism
In the following, we assume that effects of actions of an SGT are obtained from a simulation as described in [8] . The simulation used there was controlled by an incremental recognition of situations. The name of the actually instantiated situation scheme was printed to a stream. This stream was analysed in each (temporal) step, which led to new state atoms for the next point of time according to the simulation model. The only action needed here therefore is a print-command. To express the knowledge represented by the SGT depicted in Fig. 2 , we start with an initial task-network d. This network contains only one non-primitive task N 0 , which is bound to the task-name pre cross 0(Agent). As explained in the previous section, this pre-task is needed to express the selfprediction of the situation scheme cross 0. The preconditions of this task are given by the state atoms of the situation scheme cross 0. Thus, the complete initial task network can be formulated as
To express the self-prediction of the scheme cross 0, we use two reduction schemes for the non-primitive task N 0 , namely
The scheme cross 0 was specialized by a graph consisting of three consecutive situation schemes. Each of these schemes again was connected to itself by a selfprediction. Thus, we get the following reduction scheme for the non-primitive task N 1 :
pre drive to intersection 1(Agent), N 3 : pre drive on intersection 1(Agent), N 4 : pre leave intersection 1(Agent),
Again, each of the three pre-tasks (N 2 , N 3 , and N 4 ) has to be supplied with two reduction schemes expressing the self-prediction of the situation schemes to which they correspond. We thus obtain the two reduction schemes and two similar reduction schemes for each of the tasks N 3 and N 4 . The transformation of the specializing situation graph of the scheme drive to intersection 1 into the HTN-formalism is somewhat more complicated: This graph contains several loops in addition to the self-predictions, each starting and ending in the situation scheme proceed to intersection, because this is the only start-and end-situation of that graph. A transformation of this graph can only be done by translating each path from a start-situation to an end-situation into a separate reduction scheme. As the graph to be transformed here also contains self-prediction, the transformation of paths from start-to end-situation has to be done first. This leads to the following reduction schemes: 
The pre-pre-tasks introduced in the reduction schemes above can then be further reduced with respect to self-prediction as exemplified above. Thus, the complete SGT described in Sect. 3 can be translated into the HTN-formalism of [13] .
Conclusion
In the preceding section, SGTs and HTNs have been compared. A single SGT incorporates the complete knowledge about the behavior of agents in a discourse, while a single HTN always expresses a single plan in the world modelled by tasks and reduction schemes. Thus an SGT is rather comparable to all HTNs that can be build with these tasks and reduction schemes than to a single HTN. In other words: One HTN is comparable to one instance of the schematic behavior description given by an SGT. As a further result it can be stated that SGTs and HTNs correspond structurally in most aspects except for the following details:
-The (partial) temporal ordering of tasks in HTNs is an order-relation, while the relation defined on situation schemes by prediction edges is more general. -Because of the strict temporal order between tasks, HTNs do not naturally support loops, though loops and self-predictions of SGTs can also be modelled with HTNs. -HTNs explicitly denote add-and delete-effects of tasks. In SGTs, the effects of actions are obtained by sensor input from an observed (simulated) world.
Due to the considerable structural correspondences between SGTs and HTNs, the difference between the planning task conducted on the HTN-structure and the observation task utilizing SGTs predominantly lies in the algorithm performing the planning or the observation task respectively. One way to facilitate a planning task with the knowledge encoded in an SGT could therefore be the translation of the SGT into an HTN-syntax as outlined in Sect. 4. One of the HTN-planning algorithms mentioned in Sect. 2.1 could then be applied to the resulting set of tasks and reduction schemes. Because SGTs do not denote effects of action atoms, these effects would either have to be incorporated into the resulting HTN-formulation, or they would have to be obtained by simulated sensor input as described in [8] . This way of planning on SGTs would adapt the underlying knowledge-structure and leave the algorithm performed on that structure as is. Another way to facilitate planning using the knowledge given in the form of an SGT is to modify one of the HTN-planning algorithms mentioned in Sect. 2.1 in a way that it can cope with the representation of SGTs and the differences with respect to the HTN-formulation arising due to that representation. Again, the results of action atoms comprised in the SGT would either have to be incorporated into the SGT or obtained from a simulation. The result of such an approach would be an adapted planning-algorithm, running on a knowledgestructure that could be left as is.
An analogous conclusion can be drawn concerning the feasibility of the HTNformalism for plan-recognition or observation-tasks: if SGT-and HTN-formalisms are as far matchable as implied by the comparison drawn in Sect. 4, one could think of using the HTN-formulated knowledge to recognize (or observe) the behavior of an agent in the discourse domain for which the HTN was designed. As stated above regarding the utilization of SGT for planning, this could again be done by either a transformation of the HTN-formulated knowledge into an SGT, on which the graph-traversal outlined in Sect. 3 would then be applied, or the algorithm performing the graph-traversal could be adapted to the HTNformalism.
Future Work
The correspondencies found between the SGT-and HTN-formalisms suggest a possible automatic transformation of one formalism into the other and vice versa, though further investigations have to show if such a transformation is algorithmically feasible. The possible use of the knowledge coded in HTNs for an observation task is interesting, but not our primary goal due to our experience with SGTs. We rather want to try to implement an HTN-planning algorithm on SGTs, adapt them to that planning task as much as neccessary without losing their capabilities for the observation task. The resulting structure could then (hopefully) be used for both, planning and observation tasks.
